ASSET SERVICES

WEST COAST MARKET

Total Market Overview
Portfolio 52M SF
Number of Assignments 770+
Number of Clients 290+

SEATTLE/PUGET SOUND
Office 9.8M SF
Industrial 20.2M SF
Retail 1.5M SF
Medical 874K SF
TOTAL 32.4M SF

PORTLAND
Office 1.6M SF
Industrial 4.7M SF
Retail 751K SF
Medical 91K SF
TOTAL 7.1M SF

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
Office 591K SF
Industrial 1.7M SF
Retail 13K SF
Medical 21K SF
TOTAL 2.3M SF

GREATER LOS ANGELES
Office 114K SF
Industrial 3.6M SF
Retail 94K SF
TOTAL 3.8M SF

ORANGE COUNTY/ IRVINE/INLAND EMPIRE
Office 258K SF
Industrial 290K SF
Retail 331K SF
TOTAL 879K SF

PHOENIX
Office 1.4M SF
Industrial 238K SF
Retail 1.1M SF
Medical 31K SF
TOTAL 2.8M SF
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